Abstract. In this article, we prove the conjecture of Bar-Natan, Garoufalidis, and Khovanov's on the support of the Khovanov's invariants for alternating knots.
by D can be colored black and white in checkerboard fashion.
At each crossing, a coloring of the nearby regions falls into one of the two following patterns.
A B
If D is alternating, then adjacent crossings have the same coloring pattern. In the coloring of D(∅), there's no trace of crossing in black regions. That implies:
• if there is a black region which is not a disk, then D is split.
• if there is a pair of black disks which cannot be connected by any chain, then D is split.
• if there is a trace of crossing connecting a black disk to itself, that crossing is removable, so D is not reduced. We need one further step for the inductive argument to be used in our proof of the main theorem. ii 
Proof. First of all, it is clear from the construction of
When a resolution of D is changed to another resolution of D by replacing one 0-resolution by 1-resolution, the number of components either increases by 1 or decreases by 1. That insures
Proposition 2.2 implies that D(∅) has one more component than any D(a) has, because two black disks merge into one in the process. In terms of C i,j (D), this
so the half of the result follows.
For the other half, look at the other end. D(I) = D ! (∅) also has one more component than any D(I − {a}) = D ! (a) has, so that 
